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Let R be a commutative unitary ring. Recently, several authors have been 
interested in the preservation of seminormality in passing from R to the 
polynomial ring R [X, ,..., X,,J. In this paper we give a proof in the case of 
power series rings and the proof is both short and applicable in the 
polynomial setting. The chief difficulty lies in proving that “relative” 
stability ispreserved in passage to the power series ring. We briefly recall the 
pertinent terminology. 
If R is a ring, then following Swan [3] we say that R is seminormal if 
whenever b, c E R satisfy b3 = c2 there is an element a E R such that a2 = b 
and a3 = c. If R c T are rings, then R is said to be seminormal in T if and 
only if whenever u E T with u*, a3 E R, it follows that a E R. It can be seen 
that this is equivalent o saying that whenever (x E T with an, cP+ l,..., E R
for some positive integer n, it follows that (r E R. Indeed, if R is seminormal 
in T and if n is taken to be minimal so that on, on+‘,..., E R, then (u”~‘)“, 
(c?‘)~ E R unless n= 1, in which case u E R, anyway. We refer the reader 
to [2, 31 for nice discussions ofseminormality. 
We can now state the theorem. 
THEOREM. Let R or T be rings with X, ,..., X  indeterminates. 
(1) If R is seminormal in T, then R [ [X, ,..., X ]] is seminormal in 
T[ [X, ,..., X 1]. 
(2) If R is any ring, then R is seminormal if and only ifR [ [Xl ,..., X,] ] 
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is seminormal. Moreover, if R has only finitely mafly minimal primes, then 
wL...Jnll is seminormal in its total quotient ring. (This is the 
iiclassical:’ case.) 
Proof. (1) It is sufficient by induction to prove the case n = 1. Write 
*i ix11 instead of T[[X,ll and let f = Cz0 a,X’ E r[ [Xl] with 
f’J3 E R [ [Xl]. We wish to show that j-E R [[Xl j. 
We have that a, E R. It suffices to show that (f-~1*)~, (f-a,)’ E 
R [ ix]], for then we can repacefby (f- a,,)/X and iterate. Expanding out, it 
is enough to show that a,fE R [ [X] 1, that is, we require a,,am E R for all tn. 
-4rguing by induction on m we will show that for all nonnegative integers 
ill,..., n, we have a,,ay’ ... a? E R. This holds vacuously for m = 0. Assume 
that it holds for m. Now let f * = a, + a,X + . . . + a,X”’ E T[X] and 
consider g = a,f*(f--f*)” = C,“=, (: )(-l)‘f”-“‘a,(f*)s. We have that 
f”-‘+” E R[ [X]] since n - s + 2 > 2, and a,(f*)’ E R [X] by the induction 
hypothesis. Thus, g E R [ [Xl]. In particular, the coefficient aiak, I of 
X(mfl)n lies in R for aZl n > 0. Set a = a,a:’ . . . a?++,’ for n, > O...., n ,, I > 0. 
Then for s > 4 we have us = ai-“(a,ainl . . . azm) aiaF,m;l E R. 
As noted in the paragraph above the theorem this shows that a E R. 
Hence, both the induction and the proof are complete. 
(2) Evidently, we have only to prove that if R is seminormal, so is 
R[[X,,...,X’,ll. 
As Costa showed us, if R is seminormal, then R must be reduced. Indeed, 
suppose that b E R with b* = 0. Then b2 = b3 = 0 and so there is an element 
a E R with a* = b, a3 = b. Then b = a3 = ab, which implies that b = a’b = 
b’=O. 
Thus, if {Pi} is the collection of all minimal prime ideals of R, then 
R c Z7(R/Pi) c n(Q(R/Pi)) = T, where Q(D) denotes the quotient field of the 
integral domain L?. Now T, being a direct product of seminormal domains, is 
seminormal and it follows from [3, Corollary 3.41 that R is seminormal in T. 
From (1) we have that R I [X, ,..., Xn]] is seminormal in T[ [X, ,..., X ] ], but 
since T[ [X, ,..., X ]] = II(Q(R/P!))[ [X, ,..%, X ]] is a direct product of 
seminormal domains, T[ [X, ,..., X ]] is itself seminormal. Another 
application of [3, Corollary 3.41 completes the proof. 
Regarding the “moreover” assertion, since R [ [X, ,..., X ]] is seminormal, it 
suffices, in light of the ubiquitous [3, Corollary 3.41, to prove that the total 
quotient ring of R [[X, ,..., X ] ] is seminormal. Now since R [[X, ,..., X ]] is 
reduced [ 1, Theorem 1 I], it is enough to show that R [ [X, ,..., Xn]] has only 
finitely many minimal primes for then its total quotient ring is a direct sum 
of fields [3, Corollary 3.61. Let P, ,..., P be the minimal prime ideals of R. 
Then P, [ [Xi ,..., X ]] ,..., P [ [Xl ,..., X ]] are prime ideals of R [[X, ,..,, X ]] 
and since fly!i Pi = (0), fly!i Pi[ [X ,,..., X ] ] = (0). Consequently, if Q is a 
minimal prime ideal of R[ [X ,,..., X ]], then Q = Pj[ [X ,,..., X ]] for some j. 
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Moreover, since there are no containment relations among the Pts, each 
Pi[ [Xl] is a minimal prime ideal. 
Remark. While it is true that the theorem completely settles the question 
of the stability of seminormality as regards passage to the power series ring, 
it leaves unresolved the following problem: If Pit R = Pit R [ Y], does 
Pic(R [ [Xl]) = Pic(R [ [X]])[Y])? In light of Swan’s main theorem [3, p. 2111. 
this is equivalent to asking: 
. Question. If R/N(R) is seminormal, is R [ [X]]/N(R [ [A’]]) seminormal, 
that is, if the reduced ring of R is seminormal, must the reduced ring of 
R [ [X] ] be seminormal? 
Of course, this hinges upon the relationship between the nilradical of R 
and the nilradical of R[ [Xl] which, in general, is not good [ 1, p. 91. In 
certain cases, the problem is tractable (even easy), but the status of the 
question itself is open. We close with the following result: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that R is a ring with the property that there exists 
a positive integer m such that for each element r E N(R), the nilradical of 
R, rm = 0. If R/N(R j is seminormal, then R [ [X] ]/V(R [ [X] ]) is seminormal. 
In particular, this is the case if R is Noetherian. 
ProoJ The hypothesis on N(R) implies that N(R[ [Xl]) = (N(R))[ [Xl], 
[ 1, Theorem 141. Therefore, R [ [X]]/N(R [ [Xl]) N (R/N(R))[ [Xl] which is 
seminormal by the theorem. 
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